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Abstract 

This article introduces briefly recent topics 

concerning the use of virtual human body (VHB)' in 

medicine. Potential use of VHB as a model of the 

human body is first described. Then we summarize the 

use of VHB fiom two aspects: (a) search or 

deformation, and (b) using VHB only or both VHB 

and real body. As examples of each group in this 

classification, we present virtual endoscope, navigation 

diagnosis, virtual resection, augmented endoscope, and 

image-guided surgery. 

1. Introduction 

Multi detector helical CT has. made great progress 

since 1990 and nowadays a 3D image of the human 

body can be utilized in ordinary diagnosis and 

treatment if it is necessary. 

A 3D image is regarded as the virtual human body 

(VHB) * or virtual organ of the human body 

reconstructed on computer memory. It is also a kind of 

virtual environment build in computer. Use of VHB has 

the potential to realize innovative methods of diagnosis 

and treatment in medicine. 

Potential usage of VHB is summarized in Table 1 

from two aspects : ( 1) combination of real and virtual 
---------------- 
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human body, and (2) Search or modification. The first 

viewpoint is the method to use VHB and real body 

separately or simultaneously. The second point is to 

observe the new virtual environment without 

deformation, or to modlfy and to deform it, if 

necessary. 

Since VHB is a set of numerical data representing 

CT values or other outputs of imaging equipment, 

appropriate procedures to " visualize" VHB are 

required for doctor's eyes to perceive it. Various 

methods of rendering have been developed for the 

visualization of VHB [BankmanOO, Toriwaki02bl . 

2. VHB as a model 

(1) Patient specific model VHB is considered as one 

of models of the human body. A model plays various 

roles in different fields such as a theoretical model of a 

physical phenomenon, a business model in economy, 

and shape models of organs. The VHB is a unique type 

of model in several points[Toriwaki02a]. It is very 

close to the original event or things it represents. The 
------------------ 
* Note Strictly speaking, "virtual body (organ) " and 

"virtualized body (organ) " may be discriminated. For 

example, an organ generated by computer using the 

generic models or mathematical functions is "the 

virtual" organ, while the organ extracted h m  actual 

three dimensional CT images by segmentation is the 

organ produced by "virtualizing" the real body. In this 

article we use the word "virtual" for both cases. 



individual VHB is a model of each individual(each 

patient). In this sense the VHB may be called the " 

patient specific model" . It may become closer to 

original body than any other known model, if the 

spatial resolution of imaging equipment is good 

enough. By suitable abstraction of each patient specific 

model we can derive the general purpose model of the 

body. Such general purpose model is regarded as a 

model of the concept of the "human body" , although 

it does not usually correspond to any of a real human 

body. Thus the VHB is used both as the model of an 

individual human body and as the general purpose 

model of the concept of the "human body" 

In the hture models of the human body will 

become available for much wider range of physical 

scales such as in the molecular level, the cellar level, 

the tissue level, the organ level, and so on 

[Hoehne02a]. 

The model of VHB will also be useful as the 

interface to access to knowledge of the human body. 

This direction of extension was already presented in 

[Hoehne95] . 

(2) Common use A 3D image of the. actual human 

body or high quality of CT images are not always 

accessible to ordinary researchers. Furthermore the 

VHB including specific information is very limited. 

Thus a few VHB's for common use have been 

developed, and some of them are now being developed. 

The most widely known example is the Visible 

Human developed in U.S.A. This is a set of CT slices 

covering the whole body accompanied by color 

photographs of actual cross sections, both taken from 

cadaver [visible] . Although images were different from 

those of living body, it contributed much to 

development of visualization method, picture analysis 

algorithms and learning of anatomy [Hoehne02bl. 

Recently various projects are planned and promoted 

including MR images of the living body [Suzuki97], 

and the model of the body accompanying physical 

properties of tissues ( Sensible human project) 

[TakahashiOO] . 
Three dimensional anatomical atlas consisting of 

3D images was also developed using the Visible 

Human data, which is called Voxel Man and now is 

commercially available fiom a publishing company 

[Hoehne02a,b]. This is a typical example of the 

general purpose model supported by extraordinarily 

realistic rendering of VHB. 

3. Use of virtual human body (1) -Navigation 

(1) Visualization Visualization of VHB is now 

performed by either surface r e n d e ~ g  or the volume 

rendering in most cases. Two major points concerning 

visualization of VHB are (1)Use of the structural 

information, and (2) viewpoint position movement 

(Fig. 1 1. 
(2) Structural information If the object to be 

observed has been extracted before visualization, the 

surface rendering with shading can be used to render 

the object surface. Modeling of surfaces by 

mathematical functions such as Bezier curves may be 

applied. Polyhedron models consisting of triangular 

patches are also applicable. Marching cubes algorithm 

to generate triangular patches have been well known 

[Lorensen87]. Methods of segmentation are required to 

automatically extract the structure (detection of border 

surfaces, etc.) . 
Unless structure has not been detected, a general 

rendering procedure for a set of density values filling 

the 3D space must be adopted. A method most widely 

used for tlus purpose is volume rendering [Drebin88, 

Levoy88, Mori02a, YoshiokaOl] . This can be used for 

rendering VHB without any preprocessing. However 

understanding rendered images is performed by human 

eyes only. Manipulating a 3D object interactively 

through rendered images is difficult, although some 

possible method has been developed recently [ SaitoOO] . 
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Sometimes it is about 20 % or more of the surface of 

colon [Hayashi02]. 

Extension of the organ wall may be utilized more 

positively in other cases. We expanded the stomach 

wall onto a 2D plane, after cutting the wall along the 

line given interactively [MoriOl] . This is regarded as a 

kind of virtual resection. A difficult problem here is a 

method of deformation. We presently adopted the 

spring-mass model combined with triangular patch 

model of the stomach surface. Again the extended 

surface image is severely deformed and to find the 

correspondence between a real endoscope image and 

the extended result is not so easy (Fig.6). 

5 Fusion with Real Body 

(1)Outline VHB is produced from a 3D image taken 

from each patient. Therefore VHB with appropriate 

spatial resolution corresponds to actual body with 

reasonable accuracy. This means possibility to use 

VHB and original real body simultaneously. This way 

of the use of VHB is called by various expressions 

such as fusion, superimposing, and augmentation. 

Applications include augmented endoscope, image 

guided intervention, etc. in addition to simple 

overlapping. Let us briefly introduce a few examples 

below. 

( 2 )  Su~erimposing Since VHB is close enough to real 

body in the physical scale, all information extracted 

from the VHB is always superimposed on an image of 

the real body of the same individual. Important issue 

here is the positional alignment or the registration of 

the real body, VHB, and doctors view parameters 

(position and direction). Various position sensors and 

algorithms for registration were developed, but details 

are omitted here[ HajnalOl] . The first step of 

superimposing is to expose occluded parts of organs 

and tissues to observers' eyes. For instance, in the 

navigation* system for neurosurgery, the position and 

the outline of tumor and vessels under the surface of 

the brain tissue are shown, being superimposed in the 

visual field of a microscope a surgeon is using 

[MaurerOll. In the case of VES, we are developing 

now the system to superimpose on VES images the 

images of organs behind wall of the tubular organ seen 

in an real endoscope. This might be called the 

augmented endoscope or fusion of the real and virtual 

endoscopy (Fig.7). 

(3) Trackinq In order to implement augmented 

endoscopy with real time superimposing we need to 

detect movement of the real endoscope camera 

operated by a physician. We are now trying to do this 

by combining different computer vision techniques, 

intensity-based image matching and epipolar geometry 

analysis. Details are presented in [Mori02bl. In this 

application real time camera tracking and 

superimposing are required almost in TV rate (30 

frames Isec) (Fig.7). 

Simultaneous use of VHB and real body made it 

possible to apply virtual reality technology to surgery 

and realized the image-guided surgery or image guided 

intervention [SuetensOZ, Grimson991. An important 

point here is the use of intraoperative images as well as 

preoperative images. A surgeon to use this techniques 

is, as it were, given the vision by X-ray as well as the 

one by the ordinary vision. Here the registration among 

images of the same patient taken at different time and 

in different condition is of critical importance. 

(4)Re~istration As was referred several times, the 

registration of images is an extremely important 
------------------------- 
* Note Navigation means here "to pilot and control 

the course or position of (a ship, aircraft, etc.) ". This 

means in the navigation diagnosis in Section 3 (3),  "to 

move on, over, or through (water, air, or land ), esp. 

in a ship or aircraft". [Webster's College Dictionary, 

Random House, 19911 



problem common to almost all areas presented here. So 

many papers have been published and still far from 

complete solution. Examples are, multi-modal images 
registration (such as CT and PET; 2D and 3D, . 

1, change detection (images of the same individual), 

image guided surgery, and use of knowledge database 

(use of atlas for segmentation, etc.) . For details of 

methodology see [HajnalOl] . 

6 Conclusion 

In this article we described briefly the use of 

virtual human body (VHB) in medicine from a few 

aspects. VHB is a 3D image of the body or organs of 

the individual reconstructed from CT or other data 

collected by imaging equipment. It has the potential to 

realize new methods of diagnosis and treatment. First, 

we described the significance of VHB as a model of 

the human body. Second, we introduced the use of 

VHB by navigation for diagnosis. The virtual 

endoscopy is a typical example widely known now. 

Third we presented the use of VHB with deformation, 

and fourth the simultaneous use of the real body and 

VHB of the same patient. They include various ways of 

new computer aides which are expected much in the 

future, such as virtual resection and image guided 

swery.  
The fields of computer aided diagnosis and 

surgery ( CADICAS) are now progressing and 

expanding so rapidly. For more advanced information, 

we will add some references: survey articles 

[ DuncanOO, Toriwaki98,OOl , books [ HjnalOl, 

RogallaOl, BankmanOO, Strickland02, SuetensO2, 

Suri02, Toriwaki02b, Caramella021 , and special issues 

of journals [Spec98a,b,OO, 011 . 
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Table 1 Use of virtual human body 

Search 

(observation, 

examination) 

Modification 

Virtual human body 

Navigation diagnosis 

Virtual endoscopy 

Training system 

Preoperative planning 

Surgical simulation 

Virtual resection 

Real+virtual 

human body 

Fusion endoscopy 

(Augmented endoscopy) 

Intra-operative aid 

Image-guided surgery 

Real human body 

Diagnosis 

Surgical operation 
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Fig. 1 Visualization for navigating inside the virtual human body 

by volume rendering 
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Fig. 2 A scene of the virtual endoscopy system we are now using. 



Fig. 3 A scene of the virtual colonoscopy. Oculusion occurred due to many 

fold patterns. 

Fig. 4 Detection of unpresented areas in the virtual colonoscopy. 

Left Path for fly through generated automatically. 

Center and right : Unpresented areas (dark parts) 



Fig. 5 Navigation in the gray value space. 
Numerals show parts of the opacity table used here. 



Fig. 6 Examples of unravelling (virtual resection) . 
Upper row : Outside views of stomach and colon 
Lower row : Results of unravelling 



Fig. 7 Examples of tracking of endoscope camera. 

Left column : real endoscope images (Trachea with tumor) 

Central column : virtual endoscope images generated from tracking 

and camera motion estimation 

Right column : superimposing two images 




